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Reforms 1: What changed “10” years ago?

� Motives for reform

� 10 years after the ECMR – Monti review (2001)

� Reverses in Court (2002) – process, coordinated effects, (later conglomerate effects)

� Rise of economics 

Concern: Dominance = 40%; ‘Gap cases’ squeezed into coordinated effects

� Internal reforms

� End of Merger Task Force; Devil’s Advocate panels; remedies timetable

� Chief Economist & Team

Direct ‘independent’ advice to a) Commissioner; and b) case teams

� Revised ECMR

� SIEC replaced DT



Reforms 2: Did reforms work? 

� Evidence from academic studies

� Ex post studies; event studies; Phase 1 settlement; intervention thresholds

Adapted as tests for ‘reforms’ effect over time

E.g. Ormosi et al, Duso/Gugler/Szucs, Garrod/Lyons
Mixed story

� Casual empiricism

� Process and Court appeals – better, but merger appeals always too late

� SIEC – better

Gap cases no longer squeezed into coordinated effects; e.g. MNO mergers

Unilateral effects typically cleared if <30%, but also some higher shares

e.g. recently 70-80% (Cemex/Holcim Assets); 80-90% (IAG/Aer Lingus)
Low incremental market shares & potential competitors

� Conglomerate effects – better (fewer ‘portfolio effects’)

� Coordinated effects – a backwater as unilateral effects easier to prove?



What happened to coordinated effects?
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Sources of evidence: 

Use of new methods for evaluating economic effects

� What are they?

� Differentiated product Bertrand simulation – now mainly MNO mergers

� UPP – hardly used apart from MNO mergers 

� Unilateral effects with capacity constraints – novel modelling in Outokumpu/Inoxum

Gap in the methods toolkit, but brave to develop mid-case 

� Vertical arithmetic (foreclosure incentives) – becoming standard?

TomTom/TeleAtlas; Navteq/Nokia; recent Liberty Global/Corelio/De Vijver

extended (Nash bargaining) for partial foreclosure 

� Coordinated effects – still a checklist

Hamstrung by Airtours and canonical coordination model?

Modest attempt to go beyond checklist in Holcim/Cemex Assets 

� Should they be used better/more/less?



Possible improvements of substance:

� Gaps in practical methodologies for appraising economic effects

� Bargaining when prices are negotiated

� Merger defences – failing subsidiaries; credible efficiencies

� Quality & investment

� Remedy design

� H3G/Orange (Austria, 2006) new MVNO

Liberty Global failed to enter

Elementary error in structure of contract (per unit, not lump sum)…

…but lesson appears to have been learnt

� Application of methods of economic analysis at DG Comp

� Good technical skills but always room for improvement

E.g. geographic market definition



Procedural issues:

� Guidelines

� The economics has stood up pretty well

e.g. 1997 Relevant Market Notice

� Problem of convincing the Court

e.g. Art.102

� Publication of evidence

� Published decisions (even with Phase I ‘settlements’)

� But no publication of submissions or house working papers

� Organization and process

� Decision making – still opaque


